okay see but if you go if the flight
Houston flight is go Safety Council calm
down
hello I'm sure they'll go and CD us this
company is go discovery launch directors
suffer to killing so get up take this
all down to the wire will go through our
poll for you to take down doubtless find
that sensation can't get so good twice
today like a great plan
you
and ms4 of PC on everyone activate the
v10 recorder NS learn work kapositas has
been a TV and discovery OTC for the
processing team of discovery to the crew

of discovery enjoy the ride

thank you very much

I'll commit a drones in one day

go ahead I got trouble confirmation from

their fridges when c'mere we are go I

would like you to proceed PD let's pick

up the clothes that you want to stop

three two one but first MPD used in

flight I have two seconds of train back

home remaining two situations

discovery go TP close the lock your

visors and initiate okay well he let

this go for main engines buzz thank Ron
would get this her ready to go in but
they are all you're working for those

watching avaible witness the Majesty in

the palace discography with someone

final top

you

you